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 TWO POST LIFT
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www.amgohyd.com

The super asymmetric lifts model OH Series are designed with

asymmetric arms but also can be configured with symmetric.

Lifting Capacity

Lifting Time

Lifting Height

Overall Height  

Overall Width  

Drive-Thru Clearance  

Front arms

Rear arms

Width Between Columns   

Minimum Pad Height

Motor

Gross Weight
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1,515lbs(687kg)

24 1/4"-42 1/4"(615-1073mm)

38 3/8"-58 1/8"(975-1475mm)

1,623lbs(736kg)

25�5/8"-41�3/8"(652-1052mm)

38 1/4"-56 7/8"(970-1445mm)

SC Division: 1931 Joe Rogers Jr Blvd, Manning, SC 29102, USA    
Tel:(803)505-6410    

TX Division: 4310 Adler, Suite 200, Dallas, TX 75211, USA
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 TWO POST LIFT

ASYMMETRIC DESIGN ARMS,

OPEN-DOOR CLEARANCE

TWO-POST

FEATURES

Super asymmetric arms allow you to load different 

vehicles in an asymmetric or symmetric configuration.

Self-lubricating UHMW polyethylene sliders, rubber 

door guards to protect your vehicle.

Super-Asymmetric arms

5"

2.5"

1.5"

With three different sizes of stackable 

adapters to adjust the height of rubber 

pad freely.

Extension adapters

Single Point safety release makes it easy for 

the operator to unlock both column locks from 

one column

Dual hydraulic direct-driven cylinders

SUPER 
ASYMMETRIC LIFTS

√  Dual hydraulic direct-drived cylinders made to high standards.

√  Super-Asymmetric Arm Design, makes finding the lift point of the car 

      easier.

√  3/8" aircraft quality cable is used for synchronization.

√  Single-point safety release, allows the operator to disengage both 

      columns simultaneously.

√  Self-lubricating UHMW Polyethylene sliders and bronze bushings.

√  Clear-floor design, provide unobstructed floor use.

√  Overhead safety stop device prevents vehicle damage.

√  Stackable rubber pads and 1.5'',2.5'',5''adapters as standard supply.

√  Standard adjustable heights accommodates varying ceiling heights.

√  AMGO 5-3-2 Warranty

Lifting arm lock automatic release device, 

high strength gear rack, more stable and 

safer.

Optional Width Extension Kits
With these kits the width between posts is adjusted
from 2850mm (112 1/4") to 3000mm (118 1/8"). 

Kits No.:20906（OH-9��OH-10）

Saddle adapter (Optional)

Perfect choice for wide size SUV vehicles 

light trucks and heavy-duty trucks.

Kits No.:20802(suv and light trucks)

Kits No.:21103(heavy-duty trucks) 

With standard features that include adjustable height,
direct drive, powder coat finishing, stackable rubber pads
and other appealing features, the OH series lift
accommodates the most demanding lift requirements.
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